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The spin flip transition induced by temperature in iron garnet single crystals Tbx Yl_xFesOll (x = 0.10, 
0.26, 0.50) in a :l:ero magnetic field is studied by the NMR technique for Fe57• It is found that in the 
multidomain state of the specimens the reorientation of the spins from crystallographic directions of the 
<100) type to directions <Ill) is a first-order transition. The transition exhibits no temperature 
hysteresis, and magnetic phase coexistence is observed in the neighborhood of the transitions. The 
measured transition temperatures are in good agreement with the phase diagram based on the experimental 
values of the magnetic anisotropy constants K 1( T) and Ki T). The cited singularities of the spin 
reorientation are consistent with the theoretical model proposed for orientation spin transitions in the 
multidomain state of cubic ferromagnets by Belov, Zvemin et al. (1975). The temperature range of 
magnetic phase coexistence is estimated theoretically within the framework of the model. 

PACS numbers: 76.60.-k, 75.25.+:1: 

1. INTRODUCTION . 

Much attention has been paid recently to the study of 
orientational phase transitions-one of the modifications 
of magnetic transitions of the order-order type. Of 
definite interest here are temperature transitions in a 
zero magnetic field, when the change in the character 
of the magnetic crystallographic anisotropy changes the 
direction of the magnetic moments relative to the sym
metry axis of the crystal (without a significant change 
in the values of the moments) either jumpwise (first
order transitions) or in a continuous manner (second
order transitions). It can be noted that up to now the 
spin-flip (SF) tranSitions in temperature have been in
tensely investigated principally in magnetic crystals, 
the behavior of which fits satisfactorily in the frame
work of uniaxial anisotropic interactions, viz., in hex
agonal cobalt, Mll:!_"Cr"Sb, hematite, rare-earth ortho
ferrites, etc. At the same time there are only a few 
theoretical and experimental papers devoted to SF tran
sitions in cubic crystals (e. g. ,[1.2]), although there is 
an appreCiable number of cubic magnets that experi
ence SF transitions. 

The changes of the easy magnetization axes in cubic 
ferromagnets and ferrimagnets were analyzed in[1] from 
the point of view of the theory of SF phase transitions. 
It turned out that the character of the spin flip changes 
significantly, depending on whether the sample is sin
gle-domain, i. e., magnetically homogeneous, or wheth
er it has inhomogeneities in the form of a domain struc
ture. In the single-domain state, the SF transitions are 
of first order and should experience hystereSiS. Al
lowance for the domain structure of bulky samples, as 
shown by a theoretical analysis, eliminates the tem
perature hystereSis of these tranSitions, and different 
magnetic phases should coexist in a certain tempera
ture interval. 

yttrium-terbium iron garnets turned out to be a con
venient object for an experimental verification of the 
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deductions of the theory, with the SF phase transition 
cf>(100)p cf>(111) as an example. It was shown in[1] that 
the theoretical orientational phase diagram of these 
ferrites is in good agreement with the experimental dia
gram reconstructed from measurements of the torques, 
and the presence of hystereSiS of the spin flip in the sin
gle-domain state was unambiguously established. In 
the multidomain state (zero magnetic field), the SF 
transition was detected indirectly, by means of the 
anomalies of Young's modulus and of the initial mag
netic susceptibility; it was assumed that in accordance 
with the theoretical analysiS the SF transition tempera
ture corresponds to a maximum of the initial suscepti
bility and a minimum of Young's modulus. The tem
perature dependences of the initial susceptibility and of 
Young's modulus had no hystereSiS, and this confirmed 
indirectly the theoretical conclUSion that the transi- . 
tion in multidomain crystals is not subject to hys
teresis. 

We present here the results of a study of SF phase 
transitions in single-crystal iron garnets Tb"Y3_"FeP12 
(x= 0.10; 0.26; 0.50) by the method of NlVIR of Fe57, 

using the torque measurement data. Just as in the 
study of the SF transition in a lithium-cobalt ferrite 
with spinel strucfure, [2] in the case of the yttrium-ter
bium iron garnets the NlVIR procedure has made it pos
sible to determine the distribution of the magnetization 
in the volume of bulky multidomain samples of cubic 
ferrimagnets. As a result, the character of the tran
sition cf>(100)pcf>(111) in the multidomain state was un
ambiguously established; the temperatures of the SF 
transitions in a zero magnetic field were determined 
by a direct procedure and compared with the values 
corresponding to the theoretical phase diagram; co
existence of magnetic phases was observed and ex
perimental temperature dependences were obtained for 
the volumes of the coexisting phases, and were com
pared with the theoretical relations. All these data 
supplement substantially the results obtained by tradi
tional methods. 
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FIG. 1. Resonant frequency and spectra of NMR octahedral 
Fea. ions in iron garnets. a) Theoretical angular dependence 
of the anisotropic components of the resonant frequencies for 
the non-equivalent a-ions in the unit cell. The magnetization 
lies in a plane of type {no}; 8 is the angle between M and the 
0.00) direction. b) Theoretical NMR spectra for three possible 
types of domains. The dashed line shows the position of the 
isotropic component of the resonant frequency. The quanti
ties in the parentheses are the relative intensities of the reso
nance lines. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE, APPARATUS, AND 
SAMPLES 

The distribution of the magnetization in domains of 
ferrites with garnet structure (space group Ia3d) by the 
NMR method is made possible by the fact that the local 
symmetry of the surrounding of the Fe3+ ions in octa
hedral (a) and tetrahedral (d) sites is lower than cubic 
(even though the crystal as a whole is cubic), and con
sequently there are anisotropic components of the local 
magnetic fields at the nuclei of these ions; these com
ponents carry information on the direction of the mag
netization in the crystal. Thus, the a-ions in the unit 
cell are divided into four-non-equivalent groups in ac
cordance with the four possible directions of the local 
threefold axes of the type (111). In exactly the same 
way, the d-ions form three non-equivalent groups that 
differ in the directions of the local inversion fourfold 
axes of the type (100). 

According to the theoretical concepts[31 and the ex
perimental data, [41 the demagnetizing fields at the nu
clei in the interior of the domains of multidomain iron
garnet samples are negligible in size. There are 
therefore only two anisotropic components of the local 
field at the nucleus, the dipole field Hdip produced by 
the neighboring magnetic ions, and the anisotropic hy
perfine field Han due to the deviation of the symmetry 
of the wave functions of the Fe3+ ions from cubic in the 
low-symmetry crystal fields. [31 In the interpretation 
of the anisotropic effects in NMR spectra in first-order 
approximation we may take into account only the pro
jections of the anisotropic fieldS on the direction of the 
isotropic hyperfine field (the z axiS), since the isotropic 
field resulting from the polarization of the s shells of 
the ionic core by the intrinsic spin of the Fe3+ ion ex
ceeds by two orders of magnitude the anisotropic com
ponents (If,. - 500 kOe). For the indicated symmetry of 
the a-sites and d-sites, Hd1p and Hn are axially sym
metrical, [51 and their sum can be written in the form 

IH. loci = (3 cos' a-1) {H dip '+II.n '} 
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(3 ' { ~ 1 (3 cos' a,-1 ) } 
= cos a-1) ~ 2 r,' J.t,+H.n '. (1) 

i*O 

Here H~p is calculated in the model of pointlike dipoles 
for a collinear magnetic structure; account is taken of 
the fact the isotropic hyperfine field H" is antiparallel 
to the sublattice magnetization. a is the angle between 
the local symmetry axis of the site and the resultant 
magnetization, r i is the radius vector of the i-th ion, 
JJ.t is the magnetic moment of this ion, and at is the 
angle between r i and the local axis. 

In the three-sublattice model of the iron garnet, the 
dipole lattice sums reduce to the following Simple ex
pression[41. 

HdipZ= 

[ Mo,] A 0,+--0, 
Mod 

A [0.290.-0.210,-1.03 Mo, 0,] 
Mod 

(a-sites). 

(2) 
(d-sites), 

where a., ad, and ac are the relative magnetizations of 
the a-, d-, and c sublattices at a given temperature, 
while MOe and MOd are the magnetizations of the c and d 
sublattices at 0 OK. The calculated value of A for Jl. 

= Jld = 5JlB and for the lattice parameter a = 12.376 A 
(yttrium iron garnet) amounts to 2044 Oe. It is obvious 
that at small terbium concentrations (x <i; 0.5) and rela
tively high temperatures (100-150 OK) the contributions 
to the dipole fields from the rare-earth sublattice are 
small in our case (terms proportional to ac)' Then the 
dipole fields at the nuclei of the d ions will be much 
smaller than the dipole fields at the nuclei of the a ions, 
in view of the almost neutral cancellation of the con
tributions from the a and d sublaUices. The same re
lation obtained also between the experimental values of 
the fields Han, [41 which do not lend themselves to a suf
ficiently accurate calculation. [51 For example, for 
yttrium iron garnet[41 the experimental summary val
ues of the anisotropic components of the local field at 
the nuc leus are the follOwing: 

H . '+H ._ {2730 Oe (a-sites) 
dIp .n - 315 Oe (d-sites) 

Therefore, from the experimental point of view, to 
study the distribution of the magnetization in the iron
garnet domains is preferable to register the spectra of 
the octahedral Fe3+ ions. Changing over to anisotropic 
components of the resonant frequency of the a ions, we 
can write 

!d') =- (3 cos' a,-1) F., 

where Fa = (Yn/21T){H~ip+ H:n}, Yn/21T = 137.4 Hz/Oe; a" 
are the angles between the magnetization direction in 
the domain and the local symmetry axes of type (111) 
of the a ions, and k = 1, ... , 4. 

At an arbitrary direction of the magnetization in the 
domain, four resonance lines should be observed, in
asmuch, as already indicated, there are four types of 
none-equivalent a-ions that differ in the spatial disposi
tion of the local axes. It is convenient to trace the 
variation of the structure of the NMR spectrum if the 
magnetization M rotates in a plane of the {no} type, 
which contains all the principal directions of the cubic 
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the first magnetic-an
isotropy constant Kj(a) and of the second constant K 2(b) of 
yttrium-terbium iron garnets. 1) x=0.10; 2) x=0.26; 3) x 
=0.50. 

crystal. In this case there is partial degeneracy and 
three branches of the resonant frequency should be ob
served, as shown in Fig. 1a. It is clearly seen that the 
magnetization directions along the principal axes cor
respond to spectra (Fig. 1b) that differ in the number 
of the lines, in their poSitions, and in their intensities. 
This makes it possible to determine from the form of 
the spectrum the equilibrium directions of the mag
netization in the domains. Depending on the type of the 
SF phase transition, the spectra should be transformed 
in different manners. If a SF transition of the second 
kind is realized, for example from a direction of the 
type (100) to a direction (111) in the {110} plane, then 
a Single resonance line (line a in the phase <1>(100), 
Fig. 1) should split smoothly into three lines ("canted 
phase") with an intensity ratio 1 : 2 : 1, two of which 
then coalesce, and in the phase <1>(111) the spectrum 
will consist of two lines with an intensity ratio 1 : 3 
(lines d- and d-I , Fig. 1). If the spin flip is a first
order phase tranSition, then no continuous transitions 
in frequency between the spectra of the phases <1>(100) 
and <1>(111) should take place. 1) 

We note that, in contrast to most methods in which 
either surface domains or domains in thin plates are 
studied, the NMR procedure makes it possible to in
vestigate volume domain structures of bulky sam
ple. 

The NMR spectra were registered by Hahn's two
pulse spin-echo method with the aid of a semi-auto
matic spectrometer equipped with a stroboscopic inte
grator. The spectrum is the amplitude of the spin-echo 
Signal, recorded on the chart of an automatic potentiom
eter as a function of the carrier frequency of the ex
cited pulses. To distinguish between the NMR signals 
from the nuclei in the volume of the domains and the 
signals from the nuc lei in the domain walls, use was 
made of the differences between the NMR gain TJ, the 
relaxation times Tl and T2, and the width of the spin
echo signals. The necessary resolution of the spec
trometer was attained by using exciting pulses of long 
duration (5-20 JLsec). The samples were cooled by an 
electronically temperature-stabilized stream of nitro
gen vapor; the accuracy of the sample-temperature 
stabilization was not worse than ± O. 1 0 K. 
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The magnetic anisotropic constants were measured 
by the torque method in fields up to 8 kOe. The sam
ples were single-crystal spheres with approximate 
diameter of 3 mm, oriented in the {110} plane. We used 
a frequency-inductive method of measuring the rotation 
angle of the moving system of the anisometer. The 
thicknesses of the interchangeable elastic elements 
were chosen such that maximum rotation angle did not 
exceed 0.2-0. 5°. Angles of this magnitude can be dis
regarded in the reduction of the torque curves, since 
they are of the order of the error in the angles between 
the direction of the magnetic field and the crystallo
graphic axes. The anisometer was calibrated against 
the torque of a current-carrying loop with known geo
metric dimensions. The torque measurement accuracy 
was not worse than ± 5%. 

Single-crystal ferrites of the system Tb,.Y3_"FeP12 (x 
=0.10; 0.26; 0.50) were grown by the method of spon
taneous crystallization from the melt. The methods 
used to grow the crystal and to monitor the composi
tion are described in[7,81. To decrease the uniaxial 
growth anisotropy, the samples were annealed at 
1300°C for 24 hours in air. In the NMR measurements 
we used a solitary untreated. single crystals with natur
al faceting and with linear dimensions 1-2 cm. The 
spheres used for the measurements of the magnetic
anisotropy constants were made from the same single 
crystals after the performance of the NMR measure
ments. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THE DISCUSSION 

We have previously observed[7] the reversal of the 
sign of the first magnetic-anisotropy constant Kl of 
yttrium-terbium iron garnets (x ~ 2.12) with changing 
temperature, which leads to a temperature SF phase 
transition in these ferrites. This behavior of K1(T) is 
due to the fact that the contribution made to Kl by the 
Tb3+ ions in substituted yttrium-terbium iron garnets 
has a positive sign, and that from Fe3+ ions has a nega
tive sign. At high temperatures, the magnetic anisot
ropy of the iron garnets is determined almost exclusive
ly by the iron sub lattices, and therefore the constant 
Kl is negative, but with decreasing temperature the con
tribution of the rare-earth sublattice increases abrupt
ly and at a certain temperature, which depends on the 
terbium concentration, the contributions made to the 
first anisotropy come from the terbium and iron ions 
are cancelled out. 

Figure 2 shows the measured anisotropy constants 
K1(T) and K2(T) of crystals with terbium concentration 
x=0.10, 0.26, and O. 50. These measurements were 
made near the temperatures of the compensation of the 
constant Kh and were performed in greater detail than 
in[7], for the purpose of a more accurate determination 
of the phase-transition temperatures. It must also be 
noted that there are no data in[7] for the ferrite with 
x= 0.10. The cited temperature dependences of the 
anisotropy constants were obtained as a result of mea
surements of the torques in a magnetic field of 5 kOe. 
Control measureinents in the range of fields 2-8 kOe 
have shown that at the relatively high temperatures 
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram of the temperature SF transition 
wQ.OO)pwQ.ll). q=Kt/IK2 1; K 2<O. a) Single-domain sample, 
b) multidomain sample. 

(110-160 OK) and low terbium concentration (0. 10~ x 
~ O. 50) of interest to us the dependence of the anisot
ropy constants on the magnetic field, [7,9J due to the in
fluence of the external field on the magnetization of the 
rare-earth sublattice, is weakly pronounced. Therefore 
the results presented in Fig. 2 differ insignificantly 
from the data obtained by extrapolation to a zero mag
netic field. It follows from the presented dependences 
that the first anisotropy constant Kl goes through zero 
at temperatures 117, 141, and 158 OK for the ferrites 
with terbium concentration x = 0.10, 0.26, and 0.50, 
respectively, whereas the constant K2 remains negative 
at all temperatures. 

The theoretical orientational phase diagram of a 
cubic ferromagnet or a ferrimagnet admits of three SF 
phase transitions: 

cD(100)~cD(111), cD(111)-=cD(110> and cD (110)"",cD (100). 

Indeed, in a single-domain crystal situated in a zero 
magnetic field, when account is taken of the first two 
terms of fourth and sixth order expansion of the energy 
density of the cubic magnetic anisotropy FA in terms of 
the direction cosines of the magnetization vector M, 
only three magnetic phases are realized: <1>(100), <1>(111) 
and <1>(110), which correspond to the orientation of M 
along the high-symmetry crystallographic directions of 
the type (100), (111) and (110), and the equilibrium 
"canted" phases cannot exist. [1J The minima of the 
free energy correspond to the following relations be
tween the anisotropy constants: 

K,;;;'O, (phase cD(100)); 
K,";;;'-'IaK" (phase cD(Hl»; 

0;;;'K,;;;'-'/2K" (phase cD(110)). 
(3) 

The equalities in relations (3) are the equations of the 
stability-loss lines of the magnetic phases on a phase 
diagram plotted in coordinates (Kh Ka). It is seen that 
the phase-stability conditions (3) lead to an overlap of 
the regions in which the phases <1>(100) and <1>(111) exist, 
as well as <1>(111) and <1>(110) on the phase diagram, i. e., 
there are regions where these phases can coexist in a 
metastable state. The phase-transition lines are de
termined from the condition that the free energies of 
the different magnetic phases be equal: 

K,=-'/.K" K,;;;'O, (transition cD(100)-=cD(111»; 
K,=-".K" K,";;;'O, (tranSition cD(111)~cD(110»; 

K,=O, K,;;;'O, (transition cD(110)'''''cD(100)). 
(4) 

It is characteristic that in the assumed approximation 
all three SF phase transitions in a cubic single-domain 
ferromagnet are first-order transitions. In this lies 
the principal difference between cubic magnets and uni
axial magnets, in which, when two terms of the expan-
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sion of FA are taken tnto account, it is possible to have 
also second order SF phase transitions. The transi
tions <1>(100) ~ <1>(111) and <I>(l11).,:t <1>(110) in a single
domain cubic crystal should exhibit hysteresis, since 
each phase can exist in a metastable state beyond the 
phase transition line and the spin flip takes place via 
an irreversible change of the orientation of the vector 
M. The transition <I>(110)~ <1>(100), in the assumed ap
proximation, is a specific hysteresis-free first-order 
transition, inasmuch as the regions of the existence of 
the phases <1>(110) and <1>(100) are contiguous but do not 
overlap, while the phase-stability-loss lines coincide 
with the phase-transition line. 

It is obvious that, in accordance with the considered 
diagram, the temperature dependence of the anisotropy 
constants of yttrium-terbium iron garnets, shown in 
Fig. 2, should lead to the SF phase transition <1>(100) 
;::t<l>(lll). It is convenient to consider this transition in 
terms of temperature, by introducing the parameter 
q(T(lll» =t. The theoretical phase diagram for a one
domain sample is shown for this case schematically in 
Fig. 3a. The transition temperature Ttr corresponds 
to the value q(Ttr)=!-, while the stability-loss tempera
tures of the low-temperature phase <1>(100) and of the 
high-temperature phase <1>(111) correspond to values 
q(T(100» =0 and q(T(l11»=t, respectively. The over
lap of the phase-coexistence regions is clearly seen, 
and should lead to a temperature hystereSiS of the tran
sition with a maximum loop width equal to the metasta
ble-state interval (T(100) - T(l11». Figure 4 shows 
the temperature dependences of the parameter q of the 
investigated compOSitions of the yttrium-terbium iron 
garnet, while the table lists the temperatures of the 
transitions and magnetic-phase stability losses, deter
mined from the data of Fig. 4, i. e., from the theoreti
cal phase diagram on the basis of the experimental val
ues of the anisotropy constants K1(T) and K 2(T). 

A one-domain state of bulky samples of finite di
mensions can be realized in a saturating magnetic field. 
To exclude the anisotropy contribution made to the free 
energy by the anisotropy of the shape of the sample and 
by the change of the energy of the interaction with the 
external magnetic field in the spin flip, the experiments 
on the temperature SF transitions in the single-domain 
state were carried out on samples in the form of disks 
suspended on filaments, the elasticity of which could 
be neglected. Information on the change of the direc-

q 
0.4 

0.] 

0.2 

BO IDO 

I -----q=y 

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the parameter q=Ktl IR21 
for yttrium-terbium iron garnets. 1) x=O.10; 2) x=O.26; 
3) x=O.50. 
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FIG. 5. NMR spectra of octahedral 
Fe3+ ions of the iron garnet Tbo• 1 y 2.9 
Fe5012' Temperature, oK: a) 104.2, 
b) 108.0, c) 108.7, d) 109.0, e) 115. O. 

tion of the magnetization in the crystal can be obtained 
in this case by determining the orientation of the crys
tal relative to the external magnetic field. In this ex
perimental geometry, all the results of the theoretical 
analysis for single-domain samples in the absence of an 
external magnetic field remain valid: it is only neces
sary to take into account the field dependence of the 
anisotropy constants. Investigations of orientation of 
Single-crystal yttrium-terbium ferrite disks with x 
=0.10, 0.26, and O. 50 in a magnetic field as a function 
of the temperature make it possible to draw a conclusion 
that is important for further comparison with the NMR 
results, namely that, in full agreement with the theo
retical phase diagram, the <1>(100) P <1>(111) SF transi
tion in a single-domain state remains a first-order hys
teresis transition. The temperature width of the hys
teresis loop is appreCiable and is in satisfactory cor
relation with the width of the interval of the metastable 
states (1'(100) - T(111», determined from the theoreti
cal phase diagram (relations (3)) and the experimental 
values of Kl (T) and K 2( T). For example, experiments 
on the orientation of the disk in a 5-kOe field yield for 
samples with x=O. 50 and 0.26 an approximate hyster
esis-loop width 15 and 20°, respectively, close to the 
width of the interval of the metastable states, 24 and 
27°, listed in the table. For a sample with x= 0.10, 
no transition from the <1>(111) phase to the <1>(100) phase 
take place even at the lowest measurement temperature 
(77 OK), whereas the transition from the <1>(100) phase 
into the <1>(111) is completed. Such an "open" hysteresis 
loop agrees qualitatively with the temperature depen
dence of the anisotropy constants of this ferrite (Fig. 4, 
curve 1). 

To determine the character of the transition in multi
domain samples we registered the NMR spectra of Fe57 

in local fields at the nuclei of the octahedral Fe3+ ions 
without applying an external magnetic field. The mea-
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surements were performed near the expected transi
tion temperatures listed in the table. Figure 5 shows 
by way of example the spectra of the nuclei in the vol
ume of the domains of a single crystal with terbium 
content x=0.10. At low temperatures (77-106 OK) the 
spectrum is a narrow Single resonance line (Fig. 5a). 
As was already considered in section 2, this shape of 
the NMR spectrum of the octrahedral ions in iron gar
net corresponds to magnetization directions in the do
mains along the crystallographic axes of the type (100) 
(line a in Fig. 1b). This result shows that only the 
<1>(100) phases are realized at low temperatures. At 
high temperatures (111-200 OK) the spectrum consists 
of two lines (Fig. 5e) with an intensity ratio close to 
1 : 3. This form of the spectrum agrees with the theo
retically expected one of the magnetization in the do
mains is directed along axes of the (111) type (the lines 
d- and all in Fig. 1b), i. e., only the <1>(111) phases are 
realized at high temperatures. 

Thus, both below and above the expected SF transi
tion temperature in a multidomain sample of yttrium
terbium iron garnet, magnetic phases are observed 
corresponding to the phase diagram of the Single-domain 
sample. However, in the 106-111 OK, a superposition 
is observed of the two spectra considered above, which 
indicates the coexistence of the phases <1>(100) and <1>(111) 
(Figs. 5b-d). The intensities of the spectra of the 
phases <1>(100) and <1>(111) are smoothly redistributed 
with changing temperature, but no other lines appear, 
the magnitude of the splitting (fall - fa I) does not change, 
and the line a does not change its position relative to 
the lines aI and all. With increasing temperature, a 
monotonic shift of the resonance lines takes place (Fig. 
6) towards lower frequencies without any anomalies 
whatever in the region of the SF transition, owing to the 
decrease of the average thermodynamic value of the 
spin of the octahedral Fe3+ ions or, equivalently, owing 
to the decrease of the sublattice magnetization. All 
these facts indicate unequivocally that the SF transition 

80 toO 120 1~0 160 r. K 

FIG. 6. NMR frequencies of octahedral Fe30 ions in the vicin
ity of the spin-flip temperatures. The dashed lines show the 
poSitions of the spin-flip temperatures Ta-' 1) x=0.10; 2) x 
=0.26. 
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. FIG. 7. Temperature dependences of the relative volume 
p <tOO) of the 4> <tOO) phases from NMR data. Curves 1 were 
obtained for single crystals with natural faceting, and curve 2 
for a sample cut from the peripheral part of the single crys
tal. The triangles and the squares represent points obtained 
as the temperature was raised and lowered, respectively, 
a) x=0.10; b) x=0.26. 

<1>(100)p<1>(I11) in the multidomain state of the sample 
is of first order, and is accompanied by the coexistence 
of the magnetic phases <1>(100) and <1>(111) in a certain 
temperature interval in the vicinity of the transition 
temperature Ttr• A perfectly analogous transformation 
takes place in the spectra of single crystals with x = O. 26 
and O. 50. 

It must be specially emphasized that the NMR spec
tra recorded in two measurement cycles with rising 
and dropping temperature practically coincide, i. e., 
the NMR shows in a direct manner that the SF transi
tion <1>(100)P<1>(111) in a multidomain cubic ferrimagnet, 
although of first order, it follows a reversible course 
without a temperature hysteresis. 

Figure 7 shows for the compositions with x=0.10 and 
0.26 the temperature dependences of the relative vol
ume of the <1>(100) phases 

00 V(100) 
p(1 ) = V(100HV(111> 

which are identified with the ratio of the intensities of 
the resonance lines Ia/(Ia+1aI + Iau ). Taking into ac
count the sensitivity of the procedure, we assume the 
start and end of the transition to be the temperatures 
at which p(100) =0. 95 and 0.05, respectively.' Inasmuch 
as in the case phase coexistence the concept of the tran
sition temperature becomes arbitrary, we assume also 
that the temperature Ttr corresponds to p(100) = 0.5. 
The table lists the transition temperature Ttr and the 
values of the temperature intervals of the phase coex
istence, obtained by the NMR method. For single crys
tals with X= O. 5, the presented data are approximate 
because of the deterioration and the line resolution in 
the spectra. Attention is called to the fact that in multi
domain samples the reorientation temperatures Ttr ob
tained by direct measurements by the NMR method are 
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close to the temperature determined from the theoreti
cal phase diagram in the single-domain case (the dif
ference does not exceed 1. 5-20). The small difference 
between the transition temperatures can result from 
the influence of the reSidual uniaxial growth anisotropy 
or else as a result of the fact that NMR measurements 
were performed in a zero magnetic field, while the 
study of the phase diagram of the single-domains sam
ples was made in a 5 -k.Oe field. 

The data in the table reveal one more interesting fea
ture of the SF transition in multidomain samples, name
ly, the temperature intervals of the coexistence of the 
magnetic phases <1>(100) and <1>(111), measured by the 
NMR method, are several times narrower than the 
metastable-state intervals determined both from the 
theoretical phase diagram and from experiments with 
freely suspended samples . 

Thus, the experimental results offer convincing evi
dence of an appreciable influence of the domain struc
ture of cubic ferrimagnets on the spin flip. The hy
steresis-free character of the first-order SF phase 
transition in the multidomain state and the "smearing" 
of the tranSition, which manifests itself in the coexis
tence of magnetic phases in a certain temperature in
terval, are its most interesting features in comparison 
with the single-domain state. 

The theoretical analySiS of the influence of the do
main structure of uniaxial magnets on SF transitions 
induced by an external magnetic field or by change of 
temperature has been the subject of many studies, for 
example U D-13]. In the cubic-ferromagnet case of inter
est to us, this question was considered in[1]. The Lan
dau-Lifshitz method used in this investigation to cal
culate the distribution of the magnetization in an oscil
lated domain wall makes it possible to explain quali
tatively the singularities of the spin-flip reorientation 
described above for the multidomain state, but does not 
make it possible to estimate the temperature interval 
of the coexistence of the magnetic phases. As will be 
shown belOW, such an estimate can be obtained by using 
Shirobokov's method, U4] which deals with one-dimen
sional periodiC domain structures. Inasmuch as the 
same differential equations are used in both methods 
(the Euler equations of the variational problem for a 
system with magnetic inhomogeneities and cubic mag
netic anisotropy), but with different boundary condi
tions, we shall make use of the principal equations ofU ] 

without detailed explanations. 

The first integral of Euler's equations takes the form 

d8 ' (d,!,)' Ls) +sin' 8 ds -FA (8,,!,)=E=const. (5) 

Results obtained from the theoretical relations (3) 
Results of NMR and (4) and from the experimental values of K 1 (T) 

Terbium and K,{T) at H= 5 kOe. experiments, H = 0 

content, 

T(IOO). KI 
I 

I Width of inter' I Width of phase· 
'f(lll). K Ttf' K val of metastable Ttr• K 

coeXIStence 
interval. states. deg I deg 

0.10 

I 
Iii 

I I 
1111 

I 
>40 

I 
108.8 

I 
5 

fl.:!li tH II'. 1:H :!7 1:;:l.:! 4.5 
0 .• -)11 I~.x 1"" ,;;~ :!'t /:,0 6 ." 
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FIG. 8. Schematic representation of the behavior of the do
main structure in the SF transition .p (1.00) p.p (1.11). The ar
rows show the 55° walls separating the domains of the phases 
.p (1.00) and <l> (1.11). The dimensions of the domains and of the 
domain walls are arbitrary. a) q ,,0; b) 0 < q < 1/9; c) q = 1/9; 
01) 1/9 < q < 1/3; e) q ~ 1/3. 

Here em and qJm are the polar and azimuthal angles 
of the vector M; ~ =x(A/IK2 1 t 1/2 is the dimensionless 
coordinate; 

is the energy density of the cubic anisotropy in the case 
K2 <0 of interest to us, A is the Landau-Lifsnitz ex
change rigidity constant; E is an integration constant. 

In the planar-wall model (qJ =const), two groups of 
solutions are possible U ] with qJ=mr/2 and qJ=(2n+1)n/4, 
which correspond to rotation of M with one degree of 
freedom (e) in planes of the type {100} and {110}, re
spectively. Just as in[U, we consider the case of ro
tation of M in planes of the {110} type. Then Eq. (5) is 
transformed into 

~ = ±{'/,q sin' 29+'I,[q-cos' 91sin' 9+E}'I'. d; (6) 

The integration constant E can be represented in the 
form of two terms. One of them corresponds to a 
separatrix solution in the case of periodic solutions 
(isolated domain wall), and the other term, designated 
f (q»O, takes into account the small deviation from the 
separatrix solution in the case of periodic solutions. It 
is easy to show that 

E=(t/,,_'I,q) +1I(q) (O";;;q,,;;;'I.); (7) 
E=e{q) ('I.";;;q,,;;;I/3 ). 

Direct calculation of the function e(~) from (6) at an 
arbitrary value of q entails certain difficulties. Never
theless, the influence of the domain structure on the 
spin flip can be clearly illustrated with the aid of the 
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phase portrait of the system, 1. e., the dependence of 
de/d~ on 19, at e =0 (see Fig. 20fU ]). If q<O, then 
de/d~ takes on zero values at 19 equal to ± 55 and ± 1250 • 

So long as the angle 19 remains quite close to these val
ues, the derivative de/d~ is small, 1. e., changes little 
as a function of t This means that there are realized 
four types of domains in which the magnetization is 
parallel to one of the four possible directions of the 
(111) type in a plane of the {110} type (the 4>(111) phass), 
and two type of domain walls are possible, 110-degree 
domains and 70-degree domains. Figure 8a shows 
schematically a plot of e(~) at q < 0, within the limits 
of one period, for a periodic solution whose phase por
trait is close to the considered phase portrait of the 
separatrix solution. When q increases from 0 to 1/9, 
the value of de/d~ at 19=0 and e=n decreases, corre
sponding to the appearance of gently-sloping sections of 
the plot of 8(n (Fig. 8b), which can be regarded as "nu
clei" of new 4>(100) phases. As q approaches the value 
1/9, the width of the 100-degree domain wall increases 
on account of these sections. At q = 1/9, de/d~ on the 
phase portrait of the system assumes zero values at the 
points 19 = 0, ± 55, ± 125, and ± 1800

• This means that 
the 110-degree wall splits into two 55-degree walls 
(shown by arrows in Fig. 8c), between which are lo
cated the domains of the 4>(100) phases. At 1/9 < q 
< 1/3 (Fig. 8d), the domains of the 4>(111) phases de
crease and only the phases 4>(100) are realized with 
further increase of q (Fig. 8e). 

This qualitative analysis shows that the SF transi
tion 4>(100)~4>(111) proceeds in the assumed model via 
a continuous reversible growth of the new phase from 
unique "nuclei, " which are the walls between the do
mains of the old phase. The transition is of first or
der only in the sense that only discrete directions of 
the magnetization along the axes of the type (111) and 
(100) are possible in the equilibrium domains. How
ever, the change of the direction of the magnetic mo
ment at a concrete point proceeds not jumpwise, but 
via a smooth rotation as the 55-degree wall passes 
through this point during the course of the change of 
temperature. It is obvious that this transition has no 
hysteresis, as is indeed observed experimentally by 
the NMR method in the multidomain state of the sam
ples. In addition, the presented qualitative analysis 
confirms in principle the possibility of coexistence of 
magnetic phases near a temperature satisfying the con
dition q( Ttr ) = 1/9. 

Let us compare the experimentally observed tem
perature range of the coexistence of the phases 4>(111) 
and 4>(100) (see the table) with the range calculated in 
the assumed model. To this end, we calculate the ratio 
of the volumes of the domains of the phases 4>(100) and 
4>(111) within one period of the domain structure near 
q = 1/9, putting q( T) = 1/9 + 6.q( T). Discarding the con
tributions that are small in comparison with the period 
of the domain structure, we obtain from (6), taking (7) 
into account, the overall dimensions of the domains of 
the phases 4>(100) and 4>(111): 

D<100>=-61~[1I(6q)-'1.6ql} 6q<O, 
D<111>='-61'31n II (6q) 
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D(I00)=-6Ine(dq) } 
D(I11)=-61'3 In[e(dq) +i/,dqj , dq>O. 

The integration constant dAq) is calculated from the 
specified period of the domain structureU4 ]: 

d (AI I K, I) -'I':.:D( 100HD( 111). 

(8) 

(9) 

The period of the domain structure can be determined, 
in principle, by starting from the specified dimensions 
and shape of the sample, for example, for a plate of 
given thickness. For the case of multiaxial (cubic) 
crystals, a construction of a domain structure with 
minimum energy seems to present great difficulties. 
Therefore, in our opinion, it is rational to use for esti
mates the experimental values of the periods of planar 
domain structures in iron garnets. In addition, we shall 
assume that the period A remains constant in the re
orientation region. The basis for such an assumption is 
the fact that although the constant K1(T) goes through 
zero in the region of the transition, the second anisot
ropy constant remains large: IK2 1"'40x1<f erg/cm3 • 

In other words, we assume that the redistribution of the 
volumes of the domains proceeds with conservation of 
the period of the domain structure; the dimensions of 
the domains of the <1>(100) phases increase at the ex
pense of the decrease of the dimensions of the domains 
of the <1>(111) phases (and vice versa). 

Using the data OfUS- 191, we assume A", 5x 10-3 cm and 
A=4.4x10-7 erg/cm. Then 

Il (AI IK, I) -';':.:1.5·10'. 

The solution of the transcendental equations (9) and (8) 
with this quantity taken into account makes it possible 
to calculate E (Aq) and then determine the dependence, 
of interest to us, of the relative volume of the <1>(100) 
phases: 

D(I00) 
p(I00) (dq)= D<100HD(111) 

The calculations show that p(100) =0. 366 at Aq = 0, and 
the assumed interval of reorientation between p(100) 
= 0 05 and p(100) = O. 95 corresponds to a deviation of q 
from the value 1/9 by an amount Aq'" 2. 2 X 10-3• Taking 
into account the slope of the function q( T) at q = 1/9 
(Fig. 4), we arrive at the conclusion that the calculated 
width of the temperature interval of the reorientation is 
approximately 0.5 degree. On the other hand, if the 
reorientation limits are assumed to be the values p(100) 
= O. 1 and 0.9, then the reorientation temperature in
terval amounts to only 10-4 deg. These results signify 
that the phases <1>(100) and <1>(111) coexist in comparable 
volumes only in the immediate vicinity of the transition 
temperature, determined by the relation q(Ttr ) = 1/9, 
and consequently coinciding with the theoretical transi
tion temperature in the single-domain case. The effect 
of redistribution of the volumes of the phases in defect
free samples takes place in a very narrow temperature 
interval, i. e., practically jumpwise, so that the phase 
diagram in the multidomain state takes the form shown 
in Fig. 3b. 

The experimental data (see the table) confirm the 
theoretical conclusion that the temperature of the tran-
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sition into the multidomain state coincides with the tem
perature determined by the theoretical phase diagram 
of the single-domain sample. However, the observed 
width of the phase coexistence interval contradicts the 
theoretical estimate. We can name three principal 
causes of this disparity. 

1. Local deviations of the anisotropy constants from 
the mean values over the crystal should lead to an in
homogeneous evolution of the SF phase transition. From 
this point of view, inhomogeneities of the chemical com
position can play an essential role, namely, inhomoge
neities of the distribution of the Tb3+ ions. Estimates 
show that an inhomogeneity of approximately 20% of the 
terbium content can explain the observed smearing of 
the transition. According to x-ray structure investiga
tions, [8] in bulky single-crystal mixed garnets the in
homogeneities of the composition are of the order of 10-
15%, especially in the internal parts of the crystals. 
These values of the inhomogeneity can almost complete
ly explain the observed smearing of the transition. To 
verify this assumption, control measurements were 
made with a sample having linear dimensions - 3 mm, 
cut from the periphery of a single crystal with dimen
sions - 2 cm. The results of the measurements (dashed 
curve of Fig. 7a) show that the interval of the phase 
coexistence has narrowed down to 2°, i. e., by a factor 
2. 5. Thus, the inhomogeneities of the compOSition 
seem to be among the principal causes of the broaden
ing of the transition. 

2. Inhomogeneous internal stresses can be of great 
significance. A rough estimate shows that to explain 
the smearing of the transition of the transition in sin
gle crystals with x=O. 26 it is necessary to assume the 
presence of inhomogeneous stresses on the order of 
102 kg/cm2 • It appears that long-range strongly in
homogeneous stress fields of single dislocations and 
of their clusters play an important role and induce local 
magnetic anisotropy. In [20], for example, the inhomo
geneity of the distribution of the magnetization vectors 
in a field of dislocation stresses in a multidomain 
yttrium iron garnet sample was clearly demonstrated. 

3. Inasmuch as an appreciable displacement of the 
domain walls should take place in the case of spin flip 
in samples with domain structure, a definite role can 
be played also by various effects that block the motion 
of the domain wall. 

It should be noted that the width of the smearing inter
val of a first-order SF transition can thus serve as a 
certain integral criterion of the perfection of cubic fer
rimagnets. 

The authors thank K. P. Belov for interest in the 
work, V. G. Bar'yakhtar and A. K. Zvezdin for use
ful discussions of the results, and also B. V. Mill' for 
consultations on the Single-crystal growth. 

llA clear example of smooth transformation of the NMR spec
tra in the case of a second-order SF transition is provided by 
the investigation in[SJ. 
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Equivalent noncollinear structures in the cubic ferrimagnet 
GdlG induced by a magnetic field 
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Fracture of GdIG sub1attices near Tc is studied by means of the Faraday magneto-optical effect. A 
transverse experimental geometry is used, in which the light-propagation vector k is perpendicular to H. 
The coexistence of noncolJinear equivalent magnetic structures (magnetic twins) is observed visually. The 
magnetic diagrams of the GdIG states are plotted on the basis of the observations for the cases H II [100] 
and H II [111]. They are in satisfactory agreement with calculations performed within the framework of the 
molecular-field approximation with allowance for the GdIG three-sublattice structure and cubic anisotropy. 
It is suggested that the tail observed on the <1>( T) curve with increasing distance from the phase-transition 
line in the case of H II [100] is due to microscopic defects of the sample and is similar to the tail of the 
technical-magnetization curve at saturation. 

PACS numbers: 75.25.+z, 75.30.Gw, 78.20.Ls 

A sufficiently strong field applied to a collinear ferri
magnet upsets the parallelism of its sublattices (seeU ], 

where references to earlier work are given). For a 
number of reasons (stratification near first-order 
phase transitions, the presence of several equivalent 
directions), the resultant noncollinear structure cannot 
be homogeneous. Visual observation of an inhomo
geneous noncollinear magnetic structure of rare-earth 
iron garnets was reported in[2-5]. The results of the 
investigation of the stratification of the magnetic phases 
in the vicinities of first-order orientational transitions 
in gadolinium iron garnets were discussed in[4,5]. In 
this paper we investigate the twinning of the field-in
duced magnetic noncollinear structure of a gadolinium 
iron garnet when the magnetic field is ordered along 
its high-order symmetry axes. 
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METHODOLOGICAL REMARKS 

The experimental method used was based on the mag
neto-optical rotation of the polarization plane whereby, 
owing to the significantly different partial contributions 
of the individual sublattices of the GdIG, it becomes 
possible to determine the angle between the magnetic 
moment of the optically active sublattice and the light
propagation direction. We used a transverse experi
mental geometry, in which the light-propagation direc
tion k was perpendicular to the magnetic field H. At 
the employed field strengths, the angles between the 
magnetic moments of the a and d sub lattices differ very 
little from 1800 , and, neglecting the small contribu
tions to the Faraday rotation of the GdlG, we can 
write 
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